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Emerging evidence suggests that immune proteins
regulate activity-dependent synapse formation in
the central nervous system (CNS). Mice with muta-
tions in class I major histocompatibility complex
(MHCI) genes have incomplete eye-specific segrega-
tion of retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axon projections to
the CNS. This effect has been attributed to causes
that are nonretinal in origin. We show that a key
component of MHCI receptor, CD3z, is expressed in
RGCs. CD3z-deficient mice have reduced RGC den-
dritic motility, an increase in RGC dendritic density,
and a selective defect of glutamate-receptor-medi-
ated synaptic activity in the retina. Disrupted RGC
synaptic activity and dendritic motility is associated
with a failure of eye-specific segregation of RGC
axon projections to the CNS. These results provide
direct evidence of an unrecognized requirement for
immune proteins in the developmental regulation of
RGC synaptic wiring and indicate a possible retinal
origin for the disruption of eye-specific segregation
found in immune-deficient mice.
INTRODUCTION
Recent studies suggest that genes typically associated with the
immune system, such as those in the major histocompatibility
complex, are expressed by neurons in various regions of the
central nervous system (CNS) and may play important roles in
synapse formation (Corriveau et al., 1998; Huh et al., 2000; Ishii
et al., 2003; Syken and Shatz, 2003; Syken et al., 2006; Baudouin
et al., 2008). Synaptic circuits in the visual system, particularly
eye-specific retinogeniculate projections, have proven to be an
excellent model for these studies. Genetic deletion or mutation
of a number of MHC class I genes (MHCI), including b2-micro-
globulin (an MHCI cosubunit) or CD3z (a key component of
MHCI receptors), results in the failure of eye-specific segregation
of retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axon projections to the dorsal
lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) (Huh et al., 2000). In addition,genetic deletion of MHCI molecules enhances long-term poten-
tiation (LTP) and abolishes long-term depression (LTD) in hip-
pocampus (Huh et al., 2000) and increases the frequency of
spontaneous ‘‘miniature’’ synaptic currents (mEPSCs) in hippo-
campal and cortical neurons (Goddard et al., 2007). Further-
more, spatial learning, memory, and neurogenesis in hippo-
campus are markedly reduced in immune-deficient mice (Ziv
et al., 2006), strongly suggesting that a common immune-asso-
ciated mechanism might regulate various aspects of activity-
dependent synaptic development and plasticity in the CNS.
Activation of immune molecules in neurons could produce
similar intracellular signals as those generated in immune cells
but with different ultimate effect, such as altering synaptic devel-
opment, strength, neuronal morphology, or circuit properties
downstream of synaptic activity (Boulanger et al., 2001; Four-
geaud and Boulanger, 2007; Syken et al., 2006). For instance,
in the immune system activation of CD3z regulates immune
cell morphology by reorganizing the actin-based cytoskeleton
(Baniyash, 2004). Similarly, direct activation of CD3z on hippo-
campal neurons affects cell morphology by promoting dendritic
pruning through a tyrosine-based phosphorylation signaling
motif common to the immune system (Baudouin et al., 2008).
Alternatively, MHCI proteins in neurons may interact with non
immune proteins through nonclassical signaling pathways (Ishii
et al., 2003; Ishii and Mombaerts, 2008). We sought to shed light
on the role of MHCI proteins in the CNS by examining whether
and how genetic mutation of CD3z affects RGC dendritic
pruning, synaptic activity, and eye-specific segregation during
development.
Numerous reports show that both the developmental segrega-
tion of eye-specific projections of RGC axons to the dLGN and
the laminar-specific distribution of RGC dendrites in the retina
are regulated by retinal synaptic activity (Akerman et al., 2002;
Bansal et al., 2000; Bodnarenko and Chalupa, 1993; Chapman,
2000; Grubb and Thompson, 2004; Huberman et al., 2003;
Muir-Robinson et al., 2002; Penn et al., 1998; Rossi et al.,
2001; Shatz and Stryker, 1988; Torborg et al., 2005; Tian and
Copenhagen, 2003; Wong et al., 2000; Wong and Ghosh,
2002; Xu and Tian, 2007). Recent studies examining immune-
deficient mice found that abnormalities in RGC eye-specific
segregation are not associated with functional retinal defects
during the first postnatal week and therefore concluded that
abnormal retinogeniculate projections are due to a loss ofNeuron 65, 503–515, February 25, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 503
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CD3z Regulates Retinal Synaptic Developmentimmune-protein-mediated signaling in the dLGN (Huh et al.,
2000;). However, it is well documented that retinal activity during
early postnatal development is mediated by twomajor excitatory
neurotransmitters, acetylcholine during the first postnatal week
and glutamate thereafter (Bansal et al., 2000; Demas et al.,
2003; Feller et al., 1996; Zhou, 2001). Pharmacological or genetic
blockade of either cholinergic or glutamatergic retinal synaptic
activity perturbs the development of eye-specific segregation
of RGC axonal projections to the dLGN (Rossi et al., 2001;
Chapman, 2000; Grubb and Thompson, 2004; Muir-Robinson
et al., 2002; Penn et al., 1998; Torborg et al., 2005). Therefore,
it remains unanswered whether retinal activity mediated by
glutamate receptors (GluRs) during the second postnatal week
is impaired in immune-deficient mice and whether this impair-
ment plays a role in eye-specific segregation defects in these
mice. A further goal of the present study is to determine whether
genetic mutation of CD3z affects the development of retinal
synaptic circuitry.
Accordingly, we examined the development of RGC dendritic/
axonal structure and synaptic activity in wild-type (WT) mice and
mice with genetic mutation of CD3z (CD3z/ mice). We reveal
a mechanism by which CD3z regulates the formation of RGC
synapses in both retina and dLGN. Our data show that CD3z is
preferentially expressedby neurons in theRGC layer of the retina.
In CD3z/ mice, the kinetics of RGC dendritic elimination is
markedly reduced, and the number of dendritic protrusions
is significantly increased during early postnatal development.
Application of GluR antagonists to developingWT retinasmimics
the RGC dendritic defects of CD3z/ mice, confirming the
synaptic origin of the dendritic phenotypes in CD3z mutants. In
mature CD3z mutants, RGCs have increased dendritic density,
widespread dendritic ramifications in the inner plexiform layer
(IPL), and retarded segregation of RGC dendrites into ON and
OFF synaptic pathways. In addition, the strength of spontaneous
retinal activity mediated by GluRs during the second postnatal
week, but not that mediated by nicotinic acetylcholine receptors
(AChRs) during the first postnatal week, is selectively reduced.
Consistent with this, the activity-dependent eye-specific segre-
gation of RGC axonal projections in dLGN is normal at the end
of the first postnatal week but fails to improve during the second
postnatal week in CD3z mutants, suggesting that the dominant
phenotypes described in the dLGN of CD3z/mice are a down-
stream effect of the deficiencies in GluR-mediated synaptic
activity in the retina. Furthermore, light-evoked GluR-mediated
responses of RGCs and amacrine cells (ACs) in immature CD3z
mutants are reduced without significant change of presynaptic
bipolar cell (BC) light response, suggesting that in the visual sys-
tem the initial site of CD3z-mediated effects is at synapses
between BCs and RGCs. In total, these results directly demon-
strate that CD3z regulates synaptic wiring and selectively impairs
GluR-mediatedsynapticactivity in the retinaduringdevelopment.
RESULTS
RGCs of CD3z/Mice Have Altered Dendritic Structure
in Developing Retina
We first examined the expression of CD3z in the developing
mouse retina.Weobserved strongCD3z immunoreactivitymainly504 Neuron 65, 503–515, February 25, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.in the inner retina, including both cells located in the RGC layer
and IPL, in both developing and more mature mice (Figure 1A).
Double labeling of CD3z with RGC or AC markers revealed
that most, if not all, Brn3b-positive RGCs are CD3z positive
(Figure 1B), as are many displaced ACs located in the RGC layer
(labeled by the pan-AC antibody, Pax6). However, most ACs in
the inner nuclear layer (INL), labeled with the same antibody,
are CD3z negative (Figure 1B). In situ hybridization confirmed
theexpressionofCD3zmRNA in theRGC layer inbothdeveloping
(P14) and more mature (P28) mice. To further investigate the
synaptic localization of CD3z in the retina, we performed double
immunostaining using antibodies against CD3z and synaptic
markers. We observed many CD3z-positive puncta that colocal-
ized with the postsynaptic protein PSD95 in the IPL (Figure 1C).
We also found that many CD3z-positive puncta in the IPL were
closely associated with the presynaptic ribbon protein, CtBP2,
in both young and more mature retinas (Figure 1D). Taken
together, these findings demonstrate that CD3z is preferentially
expressed by retinal neurons located in the RGC layer in the
developing retina and is localized at synapses in the IPL during
the period of synaptic formation. In addition, we used RT-PCR
to confirm that retinal neurons in CD3z/ mice express only
a truncated mRNA of the gene (CD247) encoding CD3z protein.
Exons 2 and 3 of the CD247 gene are not expressed in this
truncated mRNA (Figure 1E), which is consistent with previous
reports on immune cells in CD3z/ mice (Love et al., 1993).
Recent studies reported that immune-deficient mice, includ-
ing CD3z/ mice, have defects in eye-specific segregation of
RGC axon projections to the dLGN (Huh et al., 2000). We there-
fore examined whether genetic mutation of CD3z affects the
structure of RGC dendrites as well. To visualize the fine dendritic
structure of RGCs, we used a line of transgenic mice in which
Yellow Fluorescent Protein (YFP) is expressed in a small fraction
of RGCs (Feng et al., 2000). At P12, RGC dendrite morphology in
YFP+/CD3z/ mice was very different than littermate controls,
particularly in the number of dendritic protrusions (Figure 2A).
We classified YFP+ RGCs into 12 morphological subtypes fol-
lowing the approach developed by Sun et al. (2002) and Diao
et al. (2004), which is based on the soma size, dendritic field
size, dendritic stratification level in the IPL, and branching
pattern of RGCs. Although the total branch number is increased,
RGC soma and dendritic field size as well as dendritic stratifica-
tion level in the IPL are well conserved (see below), making RGC
subtype classification straightforward for CD3z/ mice. We
manually traced and quantified the dendritic branches of two
RGC morphological subtypes (A1 and A2). On average, the
number of dendritic protrusions of both A1 and A2 RGCs in
CD3z/ mice are 6-fold higher than that of age-matched WT
controls (Figure 2B). A similar increase in dendritic protrusions
was found in other RGC subtypes (Figure S1). In addition, the
density of dendritic protrusions in both A1 and A2 RGCs of
CD3z+/ mice are significantly higher than that of WT mice, but
much lower than that of CD3z/ mice (Figure 2B), suggesting
a gene dosage effect. We also examined the dendritic density
of all morphological subtypes of RGCs using Sholl analysis
(Figure 2C) (Sholl, 1953) and found that the dendrites of 4 (B2,
B3, C1, and C5) out of a total of 12 morphological RGC subtypes
were significantly denser than that of age-matched WT controls
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Figure 1. CD3z Is Expressed by RGCs and Displaced ACs in Mouse Retina
(A) Anti-CD3z antibody labeling shows that CD3z is expressed in the inner retina (both IPL and GCL) at P3, P14, and P30. A negative control without primary
antibody (P30 Control) shows no labeling.
(B) Colabeling of CD3z with an RGC-specific marker, Brn3b, and a pan-AC marker, Pax6, in a flat-mount retina and retinal cross-sections from P30 WT mice.
CD3z is expressed in many, if not all, RGCs (please note that CD3z is located in the cytosol while Brn3b is located in the nucleus). CD3z is also coexpressed
with Pax6 in the GCL, but not the INL. In situ hybridization confirms that CD3z mRNA is expressed in the GCL in P14 and P28 retinas.
(C) CD3z expression is closely juxtaposed with a postsynaptic marker, PSD95, in both P14 and P30 retinas. Right panels represent the enlarged areas of IPL
indicated by the dash-line box in the left panel (P14) and show the overlapping puncta labeled with CD3z and PSD95.
(D) CD3z expression is also closely associated with a presynaptic marker, CtBP2, in both P14 and P30 retinas. Right panels represent the enlarged areas of IPL
indicated by the dash-line box in the left panel (P30) and show the overlapping puncta labeled with CD3z and CtBP2.
(E) RT-PCR confirmed the expression of CD3z mRNA in WT retina and a truncated mRNA in CD3z/ retina at P30. (Top panel) The exon-intron organization of
mouse CD247 genomic locus. Exons are indicated by boxes and introns by lines. Exon 1 is located more than 20 kb upstream of Exon 2. Exon 2 is deleted, and
Exon 4 carries a neomycin phosphotransferase (neo) gene insertion in the CD247mutant allele. (Lower panel) Total RNA was extracted from the mice indicated
and subjected to RT-PCR.Oct1, which encodes a ubiquitously expressed nuclear transcription factor, is partially overlapped with and transcribed in an antisense
orientation relative to CD247. GAPDH was used as the internal control. WT, wild-type. MT, mutant.
Scale bars for (C) and (D), 100 mm. Scale bars for all other panels of the figure, 20 mm. GCL, ganglion cell layer. INL, inner nuclear layer. IPL, inner plexiform layer.
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CD3z Regulates Retinal Synaptic Development(Figure 2D), without a change in the size of the overall dendritic
field (DF) (Figure 2E). Taken together, these results clearly
demonstrate that genetic mutation of CD3z affects the dendritic
structure of RGCs in developing retina.Dendritic Motility of RGCs in CD3z/ Mice Is Reduced
To gain more insight into why dendritic pruning of RGCs during
development is perturbed in CD3z mutant mice, we directly
examined the kinetics of RGC dendritic growth and eliminationNeuron 65, 503–515, February 25, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 505
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Figure 2. RGCs in Immature CD3z/ Mice Have a Higher Density of
Dendritic Protrusions
(A) Representative images and dendritic reconstructions of A1 and A2 RGCs in
P12 WT and CD3z/ mice.
(B) The average density of dendritic protrusions of A1 and A2 RGCs is abnor-
mally large in CD3z/ mice at P12.
(C) Sholl analysis was used to examine RGCdendritic density and the dendritic
field (DF).
(D) Average dendritic densities of 12 RGC morphological subtypes at P12.
Several morphological subtypes have greater dendritic density in CD3z/
than in WT mice.
(E) Average DF diameters of 12 morphological subtypes of RGCs were not
different in CD3z/ than in WT mice. The number on each bar indicates the
number of RGCs in each subgroup. Error bars indicate SEM and * indicates
0.01 < p < 0.05. ** indicates p < 0.01. *** indicates p < 0.001 for this and all
following figures. See also Figure S1.
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Figure 3. RGC Dendritic Motility Is Reduced in CD3z/ Mice
RGC dendritic motility was examined using time-lapse confocal imaging on
retinas of YFP+ and YFP+/CD3z/ mice at P13–14.
(A) Representative image of an YFP+ RGC of a WT mouse. Scale bar, 60 mm.
(B) Representative time-lapse images of a segment of the dendrite from the
RGC shown in (A) (indicated by the dash-line box) taken at 30 min intervals.
Arrow, transient filopodia; arrowhead, static filopodia: double arrowhead,
new filopodia; double-headed arrow, filopodia lost over the recording period.
Scale bar, 20 mm.
(C) Cumulative distribution of A1 RGC dendritic kinetics fromWT and CD3z/
retinas. Filopodia extension (growth) or retraction (elimination) was determined
by the difference of the length of the filopodia recorded at two succeeding time
points. (Insets) Average speed of filopodia elimination and growth.
(D) Average lifetime of RGC filopodia in WT mice was significantly shorter than
CD3z/mice. Filopodia that existed at the beginning and disappeared before
the end of the recording period and filopodia that emerged during the
recording period and persisted until the end of the recording were discarded
since the lifetime of these filopodia could not be determined. See also Movie
S1.
The error bars and the symbols for statistics are defined the same way as for
Figure 2.
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CD3z Regulates Retinal Synaptic Developmentin retinas from P13/P14 mice using time-lapse confocal micros-
copy (Movie S1). Figure 3B shows maximum projection images
of a dendritic segment from the YFP-expressing A1 RGC shown
in Figure 3A at different points in time. Addition, elimination,
extension, and retraction of dendritic protrusions are all evident
in these images, demonstrating the high motility of RGC den-
dritic protrusions.506 Neuron 65, 503–515, February 25, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.
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Figure 4. RGC Dendritic Density Increased
in Mature CD3z/ Mice
(A) Representative images and tracing results of
A1 RGCs from P33 WT and CD3z/ mice.
(B) Normalized total dendritic length of A1 and A2
RGCs from WT, CD3z+/, and CD3z/ mice.
(C) Total branch number of A1 and A2 RGCs from
WT, CD3z+/, and CD3z/ mice.
(D) Branch numbers of A1 RGCs plotted as a func-
tion of the branch order of WT and CD3z/ mice.
(E) Branch numbers of A2 RGCs plotted as a func-
tion of the branch order of WT and CD3z/ mice.
(F) Dendritic density, shown as a function of DF
diameter, is higher in P33 CD3z/ than in WT
mice.
(G) Dendritic density, shown as a cumulative distri-
bution, is higher in P33 CD3z/ than in WT mice
(p < 0.0001, K-S test).
Average DF diameters (H) and RGC dendritic
densities (I) broken down into 12 morphological
subtypes in WT and CD3z/ mice. See also
Figure S2. The error bars and the symbols for
statistics are defined the sameway as for Figure 2.
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CD3z Regulates Retinal Synaptic DevelopmentBy tracking dendritic protrusions over time, we found that the
speed of extension and retraction were reduced by 40%–42% in
CD3z/ RGCs in comparison to WT controls (Figure 3C). The
reduction of RGC dendritic motility is associated with a signifi-
cant increase in the lifetime of RGC dendritic protrusions.
In WT RGCs, 31.8% ± 2.9% of the dendritic protrusions were
replaced within 1 hr while only 15.4% ± 3.3% of the dendritic
protrusions were replaced in 1 hr in CD3z/RGCs. On the other
hand, RGCs of CD3z/ mice have twice as many dendritic
protrusions with long lifetimes (>5.5 hr) in comparison with that
of WT mice (Figure 3D). These results demonstrate that genetic
mutation of CD3z affects RGC dendritic pruning by regulating
the kinetics of RGC dendrite motility.
Changes inRGCDendriticMotility inDevelopingCD3z/
Retina Alter Dendritic Structure and Synaptic
Connectivity in Mature RGCs
We wondered whether alterations in dendritic motility of devel-
oping CD3z/ RGCs cause permanent defects in retinal syn-
aptic wiring in more mature mice. We examined dendritic struc-
ture of RGCs in more mature CD3z/ mice and littermate
controls (Figure 4). As in the developing retina, RGC dendritic
density in P33 CD3z/ mice is much higher than that of
WT controls (Figure 4A). Both A1 and A2 RGCs in CD3z/
mice have significantly higher dendritic density as reflected in
both dendritic length (Figure 4B) and the total number ofNeuron 65, 503–515,dendritic branches (Figure 4C). Interest-
ingly, the increase in dendritic density
was restricted to higher-order dendritic
branches (Figures 4D and 4E). Sholl anal-
ysis of all morphological subtypes of
P33 RGCs showed that the total number
of dendritic crossing points in RGCs of
CD3z/ mice was significantly higher
(Figure 4F and 4G, p < 0.0001, K-S test).A more detailed analysis revealed that the dendritic densities
are much higher for nearly all RGC morphological subtypes in
CD3z/ mice (Figures 4I and S2), although the dendritic field
sizes were not different from that of WT controls (Figure 4H).
Thedevelopmentaldefects inRGCdendriticmotility also signif-
icantly compromised RGC dendritic stratification in more mature
(P33)CD3z/mice (Figure 5). The RGC dendritic width in 9 of 12
subtypes in CD3z/ mice was significantly larger (Figure 5C),
while the average dendritic width across all subtypes was 40%
greater in CD3z/ mice than in WT controls (Figure 5B). The
increase in dendritic width is not due to a vertical expansion of
IPL thickness in mutant mice (IPL thickness of P34 WT, CD3z+/
and CD3z/ mice are 63.39 ± 2.05 mm, 65.82 ± 8.04 mm, and
63.49 ± 2.87 mm; mean ± SE, n = 4 for each group, p = 0.929,
ANOVA test). As a result of their greater dendritic spread, RGCs
in CD3z/ mice were more likely to have dendrites in both OFF
and ON sublamina of the IPL. Quantitatively (Figure 5D), we
observed a significant decrease in the fraction of RGCs with
dendrites confined to either the ON sublamina (n = 71/164 in
WT, n = 55/161 in CD3z/, p < 0.05), or OFF sublamina (n = 36/
164 in WT, n = 15/161 in CD3z/, p < 0.01) in CD3z/ mice,
and a large and significant increase in the fraction of cells with
dendrites that spanned both ON and OFF sublamina in CD3z/
mice (n = 57/164 in WT, n = 91/161 in CD3z/, p < 0.01).
To directly test whether more RGCs in CD3z/ mice receive
functional synaptic inputs from both ON and OFF BCs, weFebruary 25, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 507
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Figure 5. Dendritic Stratification andSegre-
gation of ON and OFF Synaptic Inputs onto
RGCs Are Disturbed in P33 CD3z/ Mice
The segregation of ON and OFF synaptic path-
ways was determined morphologically and func-
tionally by examining RGC dendritic ramification
in the IPL and light responsiveness in P30–33
mice.
(A) RGCs were divided into ON, OFF, and ON-OFF
classes based on their dendritic distribution
patterns in the IPL. This example is an OFF RGC
with dendrites confined to the OFF sublamina.
Left panel shows a stacked image, middle panel
shows a 90 rotated view, and the right panel
shows the dendritic stratification for this RGC.
(B) Cumulative distributions of the dendritic width
of RGCs with a single dendritic plexus in WT and
CD3z/ mice at P33. (Inset) Average dendritic
width for these RGCs.
(C) Dendritic width for each RGC morphological
subtype. The dendritic width of 9 out of 12
subtypes increased in CD3z/ compared to WT
mice.
(D) Percentages of the three groups of RGCs
based on the morphological classification of their
dendritic distribution within exclusively ON, exclu-
sively OFF, or ON and OFF sublamina of the IPL.
(E) Representative 2 s recordings of light-evoked
action potentials (top), raster plot of 30 responses
(middle), and frequency histogram (bottom) of an
ON (left), OFF (middle), and ON-OFF (right) cell.
The bottom square waves indicate 1 s light stimuli.
(F) Relative percentages of functionally identified
ON, OFF, and ON-OFF RGCs of WT and CD3z/
mice at P30.
The error bars and the symbols for statistics are
defined the same way as for Figure 2.
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CD3z Regulates Retinal Synaptic Developmentrecorded RGC light-evoked responses in P30mice using amulti-
electrode array (MEA) system (Tian and Copenhagen, 2003).
RGCs were divided into ON, OFF, and ON-OFF cells based on
their light response patterns (Figure 5E). ON cells generated
visually identifiable increases in spike frequency when the light
was turned on. OFF cells produced an increase in spiking only
following the termination of the stimulus. ON-OFF cells exhibited
increased spike activity following both the onset and the termi-
nation of the light stimulus. Consistent with the morphological
findings that RGCs of CD3z/ mice ramify their dendrites
more diffusely, with many of them extending into both ON and
OFF sublaminae of the IPL, there were 16% fewer ON-respon-
sive RGCs inCD3z/mice compared toWT controls (Figure 5F;
n = 396/700 in WT, n = 231/570 in CD3z/, p < 0.05) and 70%
more ON-OFF-responsive RGCs in CD3z/ mice compared to
WT controls (Figure 5F; n = 202/700 in WT, n = 276/570 in
CD3z/, p < 0.0001).
GluR-Mediated Synaptic Transmission Is Selectively
Reduced in the Inner Retina of Developing CD3z
Mutants
Previous studies reported that immune-deficient mice have
abnormal eye-specific segregation of RGC axonal projections
to the dLGN without any functional abnormalities in the retina
during the first postnatal week. It was therefore concluded that508 Neuron 65, 503–515, February 25, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.the abnormal retinogeniculate projections are due to a loss of
immune molecule-mediated signaling in the dLGN (Huh et al.,
2000; Stevens et al., 2007). However, retinal synaptic activity
during early postnatal development is mediated by both AChRs
and GluRs, with a developmental shift from cholinergic to gluta-
matergic synaptic transmission during the middle of the second
postnatal week in mice (Bansal et al., 2000; Demas et al., 2003;
Feller et al., 1996; Zhou, 2001). Moreover, activity mediated by
both AChRs and GluRs is critical for the development and main-
tenance of eye-specific segregation of RGC axonal projections
to the dLGN (Rossi et al., 2001; Chapman, 2000; Grubb and
Thompson, 2004; Muir-Robinson et al., 2002; Penn et al.,
1998; Torborg et al., 2005).
We therefore investigated whether genetic mutation of CD3z
affects glutamatergic synaptic activity in the developing retina.
We examined spontaneous retinal wave activity mediated by
AChRs at P3 and GluRs at P10 in WT, CD3z+/, and CD3z/
mice using MEA recordings (Figure 6A). At P3, spontaneous
retinal waves mediated by nAChRs were indistinguishable in
WT, CD3z+/, and CD3z/ retinas (Figure 6B, 6D, and 6E).
At P10, however, the frequency of retinal waves was significantly
reduced in the CD3z/ mice compared to controls (WT and
CD3z+/; Figure 6D). Pharmacological blockade of GluRs by
bath application of NBQX and AP5 largely blocks retinal wave
activity in both WT and CD3z mutants at P10 (Figure 6E),
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Figure 6. RGCSynaptic Activity Is Normal in
CD3z/ Mice in the First Week after Birth,
but Abnormal in the Second Week
Spontaneous retinal waves, mediated by nAChRs
during the first postnatal week and GluRs during
the second postnatal week, were recorded from
WT, CD3z+/, and CD3z/ mice using a MEA
system. Light-evoked inner and outer retinal
responses were measured using electroretino-
gram (ERG) recordings at P14 and P30 in WT
and CD3z/ mice.
(A) Example of retinal waves recorded from a P10
WT retina. (Left column) Spike trains from 20
neurons. (Center column) Diagrams of the array
show the propagation of a wave from the top right
to the bottom left. Each frame shows the firing rate
averaged over 0.5 s. Each black circle represents
one cell, with the radius of the circle proportional
to its firing rate. (Right column) Spike trains of
ten neurons selected from the time window shown
in the left column. The position of each neuron is
represented with the number in the center column.
(B) Normalized correlation index, taken from
the MEA recordings in P3 WT and CD3z/ mice.
Retinal waves in WT and CD3z/ mice are
blocked by bath application of 10 nM epibatidine,
a nAChR agonist.
(C) Normalized correlation index in P10 WT and
CD3z/ mice. Pharmacological manipulation of
nAChRs by AChR antagonist DHbE had no effect
on retinal waves in the second week.
(D) Average interwave interval inWT,CD3z+/, and
CD3z/ mice at P3 and P10, showing that waves
are much less frequent in CD3z/ in the second
week.
(E) Average firing rate of WT, CD3z+/, and
CD3z/ mice at P3 and P10.
(F) Representative ERGs recorded from a P14 WT
mouse evoked by eight different light intensities.
(G) The average amplitudes of ERG b-waves and OPs of CD3z/ and WT mice recorded at P14.
(H) Representative ERG and OP waveforms from P30 WT and CD3z/ mice.
(I) Average amplitude of ERG b-waves.
(J) Average amplitude of ERG OPs are significantly bigger in CD3z/ mice.
The error bars and the symbols for statistics are defined the same way as for Figure 2.
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CD3z Regulates Retinal Synaptic Developmentconfirming that retinal waves at this age are dominated by GluR-
mediated synaptic activity in bothWT andCD3zmutants, though
they are reduced in frequency in CD3z mutants.
We recorded light-evoked synaptic activity with in vivo electro-
retinogram (ERG) measurements to further examine whether
mutation of CD3z specifically affects GluR-mediated synaptic
function in the inner retina of immature animals. A typical ERG
waveform consists of three major components: an a-wave, a
b-wave, and oscillatory potentials (OPs) (Figure 6H). The a-wave
of the ERG is a measure of photoreceptor function, while the
b-wave of the ERG is a measure of ON bipolar cell function and
reflects both photoreceptor and synaptic function in the outer
plexiform layer of the retina (Stockton and Slaughter, 1989). The
OPs, which reflect interactions among bipolar, amacrine, and
ganglioncells, isameasureof inner retinal function (Wachtmeister,
1998). We found that the light-evoked responses of inner retinal
neurons (RGCs and ACs) of CD3z/ mice at P14, measured as
OPs of the ERG, were significantly reduced (Figure 6G), while
the light response of photoreceptors (data not shown) and ONBCs,measured as the amplitudes of the ERGb-wave, were nearly
identical to that of P14 WT mice (Figure 6G). This demonstrates
that GluR-mediated synaptic transmission in the inner retina is
specifically compromised in immature CD3z/ mice. Further-
more, we examined the ERG of more mature (P30) CD3z/
mice (Figure 6H). Consistent with the results from P14 CD3z/
mice, the light responses of photoreceptors and ON BCs of P30
CD3z/ mice are not different from that of age-matched WT
controls (Figure 6I). However, CD3z mutants have significantly
enhanced, but not reduced, inner retinal neuron light response in
morematuremice (Figure6J). Taken together, these resultsclearly
demonstrate that genetic mutation of CD3z preferentially affects
GluR-mediated synaptic transmission in the inner retina.
GluR-Mediated Synaptic Activity Regulates RGC
Synaptic Formation Likely through CD3z-Mediated
Signaling
GluR-mediated spontaneous retinal activity during the second
postnatal week is thought to drive fine eye-specific segregationNeuron 65, 503–515, February 25, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 509
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Figure 7. Eye-Specific Segregation in CD3z/ Mice Is Normal at P8 but Disrupted at P16
(A) Representative fluorescent images of ipsilateral (upper) and contralateral (middle) RGC axon projections to the dLGN of WT and CD3z/mice at P8 and P16.
The lower row shows an overlay of the two projections, with ipsilateral in red and contralateral in green.
(B) Summary quantification of RGC axon projections of WT, CD3z+/, and CD3z/mice at P8 and P16 show the fraction of contralateral, ipsilateral, and overlap
projections in the dLGN and the segregation index (mean variance). Axons are similarly segregated at P8, but axons, especially for ipsilateral projections, occupy
larger area of dLGN in CD3z/ than in WT mice at P16 and overlapped with projections from the contralateral eye. See also Figure S3.
The error bars and the symbols for statistics are defined the same way as for Figure 2.
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CD3z Regulates Retinal Synaptic Developmentin themouse since defects in glutamatergic neurotransmission in
the retina during this period affect central projections of RGCs to
the dLGN (Demas et al., 2006). To explore the relationship
between retinal synaptic activity and RGC dLGN projections in
CD3z/ mice, we examined eye-specific segregation of RGC
axonal projections in the dLGN of CD3z/ mice at P8, which
is the time GluR-mediated retinal waves start to replace waves
mediated by nAChRs. We found that eye-specific segregation
is normal at P8 in CD3z/ mice, but at P16, after a week of
GluR-mediated retinal waves, eye-specific segregation of RGC
axonal projections to the dLGN fails to improve in CD3z/
mice, as it does inWTmice (Figures 7A and 7B). The eye-specific
segregation defects in CD3z/ mice persist until at least P35
(Figure S3), showing that mutation of CD3z likely causes perma-
nent defects in eye-specific segregation. These results suggest
that the RGC axon projection abnormalities observed in
CD3z/ mice are the result of defects in glutamatergic synaptic
activity in the retina, not the loss of CD3z in the dLGN.
The expression of immune proteins by neurons in the CNS is
regulated by neuronal activity (Corriveau et al., 1998; Huh
et al., 2000), which suggests that synaptic activity regulates
the morphological development of neurons through immune-
molecule-mediated signaling. To test this hypothesis, we
blocked GluR-mediated synaptic activity in WT mice with daily
injections of NBQX + AP5 into both eyes from P7 to P12. We
found that NBQX + AP5 treatment resulted in disrupted eye-
specific segregation at P14 compared with saline-treated510 Neuron 65, 503–515, February 25, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.control animals (Figures 8A–8E), consistent with a specific role
of retinal GluRs mediating RGC axon refinement in the dLGN.
We also examined the effects produced by applying GluR
antagonists during development on RGC dendritic structure in
WT and CD3z/ retinas. Intraocular injection of GluR antago-
nists NBQX (40 mM) and AP5 (400 mM) into one eye of WT mice
from P7 to P11 (once a day for 5 days) to suppress GluR-medi-
ated retinal synaptic activity resulted in a significant increase in
the density of dendritic filopodia at P12 (Figure 8F), similar to
that seen in CD3z/ mice (Figure 2B). However, intraocular
injection of NBQX and AP5 into the eyes of CD3z/ mice had
no additional effect on the density of RGC dendritic filopodia
(Figures 8F and 2B). Moreover, bath application of NBQX (10 mM)
and AP5 (100 mM) on WT retinas reduced RGC dendritic motility
to the same degree as that observed in CD3z/ mice (Figures
8G and 8H). These results strongly support the idea that GluR-
mediated synaptic activity regulates RGC dendritic structure
and motility through CD3z-mediated signaling.
DISCUSSION
We have presented strong evidence that the immune molecule
CD3z participates in the activity-dependent synapse formation
of RGCs in both the retina and dLGN. We showed that CD3z is
specifically expressed by RGCs and displaced ACs, and that
CD3z/ mice exhibit a profound alteration in RGC dendritic
motility in immature animals, a loss of lamina-specific
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Figure 8. GluR-Mediated Synaptic Activity
Regulates the Maturation of RGC Axonal
Projections and Dendritic Structure
Blockade of glutamatergic synaptic transmission
in WT retina disrupts eye-specific segregation of
RGC axons to the dLGN, mimicking the effects
of genetic deletion of CD3z.
(A) Representative fluorescent images of ipsilat-
eral (red) and contralateral (green) RGC axon
projections to the dLGN of P14 WT mice that
received daily binocular injections of either saline
(top) or NBQX + AP5 (bottom) from P7–12. Quan-
tification of the fraction of contralateral (B), ipsilat-
eral (C), and overlap (D) projections in the dLGN
and the segregation index (E) in WT mice at P14
with or without NBQX + AP5 treatment. Intraocular
treatment with glutamate receptor antagonists
disrupted eye-specific segregation compared
with saline-treated controls.
(F–H) Blocking glutamatergic neurotransmission in
WT retina fully recapitulates the reduced RGC
dendritic pruning observed in CD3z/ mice. (F)
The average density of dendritic protrusions is
higher in A1 and A2 RGCs in P12 WT mice that
have had chronic intraocular application of GluR
antagonists (NBQX and AP5) from P7–11. Applica-
tion of the GluR antagonists to CD3z/ mice has
no additional effect. (G) Cumulative distribution
of A1 RGC dendritic kinetics from WT retinas in
control solution, WT retinas in the presence of
10 mM NBQX + 100 mM AP5, and CD3z/ retinas
in control solution. Bath application of NBQX + AP5 reduced the dynamics of filopodia extension and retraction to the same level as that observed in CD3z/
retinas. (H) Blockade of glutamate neurotransmission increased the average lifetime of RGC filopodia in WTmice, mimicking the effects induced by genetic dele-
tion of CD3z. Please note that the data shown in this figure were collected using a regular epifluorescent microscope while the data shown in Figure 7 were
collected using a laser confocal microscope. Therefore, the actual values of the result, especially the ipsilateral staining, are different in these two figures.
The error bars and the symbols for statistics are defined the same way as for Figure 2.
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CD3z Regulates Retinal Synaptic Developmentsegregation of RGC dendrites in the IPL, and a permanent defect
in RGC axonal projections to the dLGN. These defects are asso-
ciated with a selective reduction in GluR-mediated retinal
synaptic activity during the second postnatal week. These
results provide direct evidence that GluR-mediated synaptic
activity regulates synaptic formation in the CNS through an
immune-molecule-mediated signaling pathway.
CD3z Selectively Regulates GluR-Mediated Synaptic
Transmission of RGCs in Early Postnatal Development
It is striking that glutamatergic synaptic transmission in the inner
retina is selectively impaired in CD3z/ mice. Evidence for this
comes from two very distinct approaches. First, we showed
that GluR-mediated retinal waves during the second postnatal
week are disrupted in theCD3z/mice, but retinal waves medi-
ated by nAChRs during the first postnatal week are unaffected.
Our results are consistent with previous reports that mutation
of CD3z and other immune molecules does not alter retinal
synaptic activity during the first postnatal week (Huh et al.,
2000; Stevens et al., 2007), but these investigators did not
examine GluR-mediated retinal waves in the second postnatal
week. Second, we showed that inner retina light-evoked
synaptic activity measured with ERGs is specifically compro-
mised inCD3z/mice, while GluR-mediated synaptic transmis-
sion between photoreceptors and ON BCs is normal. Moreover,we showed that CD3z is strongly expressed in the dendrites of
RGCs and colocalizes with presynaptic and postsynaptic
markers in the IPL. Therefore, not only do we describe how the
effects induced by CD3zmutation are specific to GluR-mediated
synaptic transmission, we also show that glutamatergic neurons
that do not express CD3z are not directly affected. It is worth
noting that many displaced ACs, including cholinergic displaced
ACs, express CD3z. Although genetic mutation of CD3z does not
seem to affect synaptic activity mediated by these cells, it
remains unknown whether CD3z regulates the dendritic struc-
ture of these ACs.
Do the CNS Defects in Immune-Deficient Mice Originate
in the Retina?
Another surprising and intriguing finding from this study is that
eye-specific RGC axon segregation defects in the dLGN of
CD3z/ mice appear to share the same time course as defects
in GluR-mediated retinal waves. It is well documented that retinal
activity is crucial for the normal development of synaptic con-
nections in the retina, dLGN, superior colliculus, and visual
cortex. Blocking spontaneous or light-evoked retinal activity
retards the emergence of RGC dendritic stratification in the
retina (Bansal et al., 2000; Bodnarenko and Chalupa, 1993;
Tian and Copenhagen, 2003; Wong et al., 2000; Wong and
Ghosh, 2002; Xu and Tian, 2007), eye-specific segregation andNeuron 65, 503–515, February 25, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 511
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CD3z Regulates Retinal Synaptic Developmentretinotopic map of RGC axonal projections to the dLGN (Rossi
et al., 2001; Akerman et al., 2002; Chapman, 2000; Grubb and
Thompson, 2004; Huberman et al., 2003; Muir-Robinson et al.,
2002; Penn et al., 1998; Shatz and Stryker, 1988; Torborg
et al., 2005; Grubb and Thompson, 2004) and superior colliculus
(Rossi et al., 2001; Chandrasekaran et al., 2005; McLaughlin
et al., 2003; Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2005), the development of
precise dLGN projections to visual cortex (Stryker and Harris,
1986; Cang et al., 2005; Huberman et al., 2006), and the
dendritic/axonal growth of neurons in the visual system (Majew-
ska and Sur, 2003; Oray et al., 2004; Parnavelas et al., 1973;
Riccio and Matthews, 1985; Wallace and Bear, 2004). This
immediately raises the possibility that the dominant phenotypes
described in the dLGN of CD3z/ and other MHCI-deficient
mice (Huh et al., 2000) are a downstream effect of the defi-
ciencies in GluR-mediated synaptic activity in the retina and
argues against the current ‘‘standard’’ model (Huh et al., 2000;
Boulanger et al., 2001) that MHCI molecules directly regulate
synaptic wiring in the dLGN.
In addition to reducing both spontaneous and light-evoked
RGC synaptic activity around the time of eye opening, genetic
deletion/mutation of CD3z or other MHCI molecules significantly
impairs the development of retinogeniculate projections, syn-
aptic strength in the visual cortex, and activity-dependent syn-
aptic plasticity in hippocampus (Huh et al., 2000). Since the
anatomical and functional defects in the retinogeniculate projec-
tions in CD3z mutants and mice with mutations of other MHCI
molecules (Goddard et al., 2007; Huh et al., 2000) are very similar
to that induced by deprivation of retinal synaptic activity (Aker-
man et al., 2002; Grubb and Thompson, 2004; Huberman
et al., 2003; Muir-Robinson et al., 2002; Penn et al., 1998; Shatz
and Stryker, 1988; Torborg et al., 2005; Hooks and Chen, 2006),
it is likely that changes in RGC synaptic activity in the CD3z
mutants have significant impact on eye-specific segregation of
RGC axonal projections in the dLGN. Consistent with this idea,
our results show clear and obvious eye-specific segregation at
P8 in both WT and CD3z/ mice, demonstrating that CD3z
mutation has minimum effect on retinogeniculate mapping
during the first postnatal week. The similarity between the segre-
gation defects found in WT mice treated with NBQX + AP5 after
P7 and CD3z/ mice at P16 strongly suggests a failure of
activity-dependent axon maintenance/refinement during the
second postnatal week.
Obviously, our results do not rule out a role for immune-mole-
cule-mediated signals in the regulation of synaptic structure and
function in areas of the CNS beyond the retina. The mRNA and
proteins of several members of the MHCI family are expressed
in various regions of the CNS in addition to the retina, including
dLGN, brainstem motoneurons, nigral dopaminergic neurons,
developing and adult hippocampal pyramidal neurons, and
cortical pyramidal neurons (Corriveau et al., 1998; Huh et al.,
2000; Ishii et al., 2003; Linda˚ et al., 1999; Syken and Shatz,
2003; Syken et al., 2006). The expression of these molecules
often occurs in regions of the brain at times when development
is highly regulated by neural activity (Corriveau et al., 1998;
Huh et al., 2000). The structural and functional changes in
synaptic connections in these CNS neurons induced by genetic
deletion of MHCI molecules, such as the increase in the512 Neuron 65, 503–515, February 25, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.frequency of sEPSCs, enhanced LTP, and the absence of LTD
in the hippocampus (Huh et al., 2000; Goddard et al., 2007),
are unlikely related to changes in RGC synaptic activity. There-
fore, it remains possible that immune molecules directly regulate
the development of synapses in higher centers of the visual
system and other parts of the CNS beyond the retina. Further
experiments in which MHCI molecule expression is locally
manipulated in specific regions of the visual system and CNS
are necessary to help distinguish the various possibilities.
The enhanced light-evoked inner retinal responses we
observed inmorematureCD3z/ retinas, reflected by increased
ERGamplitudes, suggests that synaptic transmission in the inner
retina is also enhanced in the adult. This may be the result of
increased RGC dendritic density and synaptic contacts between
RGCs and BCs. A similar enhancement of synaptic transmission
was reported previously in other parts of the CNS after genetic
deletion of MHCI molecules (Huh et al., 2000; Goddard et al.,
2007). The enhanced synaptic transmission in various parts of
the CNS in adult immune-deficient mice may very well be
a secondary effect of the defects in synaptic elimination during
early postnatal development.
How Do Immune Molecules Regulate Neuronal Synaptic
Wiring?
It remains unknown how immune-molecule-mediated signals
interact with GluR-mediated synaptic activity in the regulation
of neuronal synaptic wiring. The fact that mice deficient in
a variety of MHCI molecules, such as CD3z and b2m/TAP1,
have very similar retinogeniculate projection phenotypes implies
that immune molecules function in the CNS via a common
molecular pathway (Boulanger et al., 2001; Boulanger and Shatz,
2004; Huh et al., 2000). Mechanistically, it was postulated that
immune molecules in neurons engage with MHCI receptors
expressed on neurons or nonneural cells in the CNS, generating
common intracellular signals in both neurons and immune cells
that ultimately alter synaptic strength, neuronal morphology,
and circuit properties downstream of synaptic activity (Bou-
langer et al., 2001; Fourgeaud and Boulanger, 2007; Syken
et al., 2006). Consistent with this, genetic deletion of b2m/
TAP1 reduces surface expression of MHCI on hippocampal
and layer 4 cortical neurons. In addition, b2m/TAP1 mutant
mice have increased mini-EPSC frequency, enhanced LTP but
no LTD, and larger presynaptic boutons and vesicle numbers
in the hippocampus, suggesting that MHCI acts retrogradely
across the synapse (Huh et al., 2000; Boulanger et al., 2001;
Goddard et al., 2007).
However, our results show that altered RGC axon projections
to the dLGN and aberrant RGCdendritic ramification in the retina
are associated with a profound reduction, not enhancement, of
GluR-mediated synaptic activity in young CD3z/ mice. More-
over, many of the structural RGC dendrite defects observed in
immature CD3z/ mice are phenocopied by pharmacologically
blocking GluR-mediated synaptic transmission in the retina of
WT mice. These results suggest that activation of CD3z-medi-
ated signals normally associates with enhancement of GluR-
mediated synaptic transmission. Pharmacological blockade of
GluR-mediated synaptic activity in CD3z/ mice had no effect
on RGC dendritic structure beyond that already observed in
Neuron
CD3z Regulates Retinal Synaptic DevelopmentCD3z/ mice alone, suggesting that GluR-mediated synaptic
activity and CD3z-mediated signals regulate RGC dendritic
structure through the same synaptic mechanism. The fact that
CD3z mutation only reduces GluR-mediated synaptic transmis-
sion of inner retinal neurons in immature mice also strongly
suggests that activity of CD3z-mediated signals specifically
associates with GluR-mediated synaptic transmission in a cell-
and time-dependent manner. Given that the expression of
immune molecules is regulated by GluR-mediated synaptic
activity in the CNS (Corriveau et al., 1998; Huh et al., 2000),
and the activation of CD3z in immune cells regulates dendritic
growth and cell migration through the control of actin-based
cytoskeletal reorganization (Baniyash, 2004), it is possible that
the function of CD3z in RGCs is regulated by GluR-mediated
synaptic activity and CD3z couples short-term changes in
synaptic strength with long-term cytoskeletal changes in RGC
axons and dendrites. Pharmacological blockade of GluR-medi-
ated synaptic activity had no additional affect on RGC
morphology beyond that already observed in CD3z/ mice,
consistent with the idea that CD3z-mediated signals function
downstream of GluR-mediated synaptic activity in regulating
RGC development.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Animals
Thy1-YFP+ andCD3z/mice, both on a C57BL/6 background, were obtained
from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Thy1-YFP+/CD3z+/ mice
were first generated by crossing Thy1-YFP+ and CD3z/. Then, Thy1-YFP+/
CD3z/ mice were generated by Thy1-YFP+/CD3z+/ mating. No difference
was found between Thy1-YFP+ and littermate Thy1-YFP+/CD3z+/+, so both
were used as controls in this study. The handling and maintenance of animals
met NIH guidelines and was approved by Yale’s Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee.
Preparation of Retinal Whole-Mounts and Retina Sections
for Fluorescent Imaging and In Situ Hybridization
Standard protocols for retinal whole-mount and cross-section preparations for
fluorescent (Xu and Tian, 2007, 2008) and in situ hybridization (Li and Joyner,
2001) were used as described previously. See Supplemental Information for
details.
Morphological Classification of RGCs
The method for morphological classification of RGCs follows the approach
developed by Sun et al. (2002) and Diao et al. (2004). See Supplemental Infor-
mation for details.
RT-PCR
Retina tissues were collected from CD3z+/+, CD3z+/, and CD3z/ mice,
respectively. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen).
2 mg of RNA were reversed transcribed using oligo (dT) (Invitrogen) as primer
for 1 hr with SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen). 2 ml of the
RT-reaction mixture were taken for PCR with the primers as follows: CD247
exon1-F, 50-TGT CAG CCA CAG AAC AAA GC-30; CD247 exon3-R, 50-TGC
ACT CCT GCT GAA TTT TG-30; CD247 exon4-R, 50- CTC TTC GCC CTA
GAT TGA GC-30; CD247 exon6-F, 50-CCT ACA GTG AGA TCG GCA CA-30;
CD247 exon8-R, 50-GTC CAG GGA TGA CGT TCT GT-30; Oct1 exon15-F,
50- CTG CTG GAG GTG CCT TAC TC-30; Oct1 exon17-R, 50-CAG GAA CAG
AGG TGC AGT CA-30; GAPDH exon1-F, 50-AGT GCC AGC CTC GTC CCG
TA-30; GAPDH exon4-R, 50-TGA GCC CTT CCA CAA TGC CA-30. The amplifi-
cation yields 293 bp (CD247 1F/3R), 357 bp (CD247 1F/4R), 314 bp (CD247 6F/
8R), 206 bp (Oct1 15F/17R), and 543 bp (GAPDH 1F/4R) for the WT gene,respectively. PCR products were separated in a 2% agarose gel and stained
with ethidium bromide.
Time-Lapse Imaging of RGC Dendrites
The time-lapse images of RGCs were taken from whole-mount retina prepara-
tions. Retinas with YFP-expressing RGCs were isolated in oxygenated extra-
cellular solution that contained (in mM) NaCl 124, KCl 2.5, CaCl2 2, MgCl2 2,
NaH2PO4, 1.25, NaHCO3 26, and glucose 22 (pH 7.35 with 95% O2 and 5%
CO2), mounted on nitrocellulose filter paper (Millipore Corp), placed in
a recording chamber and continuously perfused at 31.5C. Time-lapse images
were taken every 30 min for 6 hr.
ERG Recordings
The ERG recording procedures have previously been described (Vistamehr
and Tian, 2004). See Supplemental Information for details.
Multielectrode Array Recordings
The procedures of MEA recording and retinal wave characterization have
previously been described (Tian and Copenhagen, 2003; Torborg et al.,
2005; Wong et al., 1993). See Supplemental Information for details.
Intraocular Injection and LGN Image Analysis
The procedures of intraocular injection and dLGN image analysis have been
described previously. Briefly, Alexa Fluor 555- and 647-conjugated b-Cholera
toxin (1 ml) or Alexa Fluor 488- and 594-conjugated b-Cholera toxin were
injected into the right and left eye, respectively, at either P6 or P14 for the study
of eye-specific segregation. Brains were dissected, fixed, and sectioned 48 hr
after injection. Three continuous brain sections that contained the largest ipsi-
lateral projection were selected for imaging. Eye-specific segregation in the
dLGN was determined as the fraction of contra-projection, ipsi-projection,
and overlapped projections in the dLGN (Torborg and Feller, 2004; Torborg
et al., 2005) and Segregation Index (Torborg and Feller, 2004; Torborg et al.,
2005). See Supplemental Information for details.
The injection of GluR antagonists and saline followed the same protocol as
described above. Briefly, NBQX (40 mM) and AP5 (400 mM) were injected daily
from P7 to P11 or P12. Each eye received about 0.5 ml per day. For eye segre-
gation experiments, NBQX and AP5 were injected into both eyes, and the
control animals received the same amount of saline injections binocularly.
For the filopodia studies, one eye was injected with NBQX + AP5, and another
eye was injected with saline for comparison.
Statistical Analysis
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test was used to determine the significance of
differences in the cumulative distributions. ANOVA and Student’s t test were
used to examine the difference between two or more means using StatView
(Abacus Concepts) software. All data presented in this study are mean ± SD
in the text and mean ± SEM in the figures, except specified.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
three figures, and one movie and can be found with this article online at
doi:10.1016/j.neuron.2010.01.035.
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